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A L U MI NU M
All Photos Actual-Size

0.984”
Giveaway

1-1/8”
Farmers Market

1-1/4” | (1.25)
Advertising

1-3/8”
Spirit

39 mm | (1.54”)
Traffic Builder

S
0.984”
Giveaway

1-1/8”
Festival

1-1/4” | (1.25)
Discount

1-1/8”
Brewery

1-1/8”
Beverage

1-1/4”
Admission

1-3/8”
Donation

39 mm | (1.54”)
On-Line Redemption

39 mm | (1.54”)
Free Drink

“S” indicates stock die

39 mm | (1.54”)
Approx. Silver Dollar Size
Coupon

LIGHTWEIGHT FOR MAILINGS INEXPENSIVE FOR GIVEAWAYS
Aluminum coins are the perfect way to add big excitement to your next promotion. Solid metal coins convey greater
value than plastic and wooden coins or tokens.
In addition, aluminum’s light weight is ideal for mass mailings or parade throws.
Osborne was the first to strike aluminum coins in 1892 and is still the largest producer of aluminum coins and
Mardi Gras doubloons.
NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a coin - one die per side. Custom made dies are additional, see insert for pricing.
Save money by using stock dies for one side. Aluminum coins are bulk packed.

LEAD TIME: 2 weeks from art approval.
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C OLORED
Giveaway

All Photos Actual-Size

11/8”

Parade Throw

39 mm
(1.54”)
Approx. Silver
Dollar Size

S
Souvenir

ALUMINU M

Raffle

S
Party
Favor

S
Game Pieces

1-1/4”
Hotel Handout

Mardi Gras Doubloons

Sweepstakes

1-1/4”
City Commemorative

“S” indicates stock die

1-1/4”
Coupon

1-1/4”
SNAP

MARDI GRAS, COUPONS, GAMES, PARADES
Anodizing is a bright, permanent color coating that can be applied to any aluminum coin.
In addition to adding color, anodizing can be used to distinguish different denominations or expiration dates.
Furthermore, it can be used to tie in product packaging or team colors.
STANDARD COLORS
Osborne Coin uses four standard colors, RED, BLUE, GREEN, and GOLD. Additional colors are available
although we cannot provide exact matches.
NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a coin - one die per side. Custom made dies are additional, see insert
for pricing. Save money by using stock dies for one side. Colored Aluminum coins are bulk packed.

LEAD TIME: 4-5 weeks from art approval.
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G O L DI NE

®

GO LDEN

B RAS S

All Photos Actual-Size

1”~ Quarter Size
Commemorative

1-1/4” | (1.25”)
Anniversary

34 mm | (1.34”)
Gift Coin

39 mm | (1.54”)
Hotel Re-Naming

1”~ Quarter Size
Celebration

1-1/4” | (1.25”)
Groundbreaking

34 mm | (1.34”)
Grand Opening

39 mm | (1.54”)
Dedication Bust

1-1/4”
Sporting Event

34 mm | (1.34”)
Concert Giveaway

34 mm | (1.34”)
Private Club

39 mm | (1.54”)
Souvenir Coin
Approx. Silver Dollar Size

AN OSBORNE COINAGE EXCLUSIVE

Goldine is a solid brass alloy, formulated to look like 18KT gold. Besides its durability and weight, Goldine reproduces
the finest detail and creates a coin with tremendous popular appeal.
During production, Goldine coins are die-struck on both sides. Each coin is then individually coated with fine jewelers
lacquer to retard tarnishing.
Despite its beauty and appeal, Goldine is economical enough to be used for traffic builders or continuity programs.
It is also a popular choice for grand opening gifts, club member souvenirs and employee recognition awards.
NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a coin - one die per side. Custom made dies are additional, see insert for pricing.
Save money by using stock dies for one side. Coins are lacquered to retard tarnishing. Bulk packing for 1”, 1-1/8”, &
1-1/4”. 34mm and 39mm are individually polybagged.

LEAD TIME: 2 weeks from art approval.
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ANTIQUE

B RA SS

All Photos Actual-Size

Advertising

Nascar®

1-1/4”
Class Spirit

39 mm
(1.54”)
Free Coffee
Approx. Silver Dollar
Size

Racing Event

1-1/4”
Alumni Gift

Sports

Inaugural Season

Higher Education

Anniversary

34 mm | (1.34”)
First Responder

39 mm | (1.54”)
Honor Flight

VERBRONZE TM FINISH
Our Verbronze finish begins with a Goldine® coin that
is chemically aged to build up a rich oxidized coating.
Each coin is then relieved to accent the fine details
of your design.
NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a coin - one die per side.
Custom made dies are additional, see insert for pricing.
Save money by using stock dies for one side. Coins are
antiqued and lacquered to retard tarnishing. All sizes are
individually polybagged.

34 mm | (1.34”)
Religious Retreat

34 mm | (1.34”)
Memorial

LEAD TIME: 2-3 weeks from art approval.
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N I CKEL-SI LVER

&

AN TIQUE

S IL VER

BRIGHT SILVER FINISH
SIMULATES FINE SILVER
Nickel-Silver is a heavyweight alloy made of a special
blend of nickel, copper and zinc. Although it contains no
precious metal, it is bright silver in color, scratch-resistant,
non-tarnishing and very durable.
It is a great coin to use to commemorate 25th Anniversaries.
In addition, it is economical enough to be used in any
application to give the impression of a silver dollar.

Gift

39 mm
(1.54”)
Approx. Silver
Dollar Size

Masonic

S
Anniversary

Swag

“S” indicates stock die
Award

LEAD TIME:
2 weeks from art approval.

Milestone
Celebration

NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a coin - one die per side.
Custom made dies are additional, see insert for pricing.
Save money by using stock dies for one side. Nickel Silver
coins are polybagged. Antique Silver coins are antiqued,
lacquered and individually polybagged.
39 mm
(1.54”)
Advertising
Challenge Coin
Approx. Silver
Dollar Size

PEWTER-LIKE FINISH
Antique Silver is a finish applied to a nickel silver coin.
It is chemically aged and relieved to create a beautiful
antique finish.

Building Dedication

Achievement

LEAD TIME:
4 weeks from art approval.
asi 75260
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FIN E

S IL VER

“PROOF-LIKE” Quality
FINE SILVER
For special occasions, we offer two different sizes of fine silver
coins. 39mm (1.54”) coins contain one troy ounce of .999 fine
silver. 2.50” coins contain five troy ounces of .999 silver. Both sizes
are suitable as a gift and/or award for sponsors, executives, contributors or long term employees. The dies are specially prepared
to provide a mirror polish background with frosted highlights,
giving the coins a “cameo” look. Every piece is inspected before
and after striking to ensure that the finished coin meets our high
standards. For special limited edition coins, we offer edge marking
(0001, 0002 etc) or hall marking (.999 fine silver) for an additional
charge. Contact Sales for pricing.
NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a coin - one die per side.
Custom made dies are additional, see insert for pricing.
Save money by using stock dies for one side. Both 39mm
and 2.50” coins are tissue wrapped. Other packaging
options are available for additional charge. To prevent
tarnishing, we HIGHLY recommend capsules (additional
charge). Please handle coins only by the edges if they’re
not packed in capsules. Contact Sales for more information.

Memento

39 mm
(1.54”)
Approx. Silver Years of Service
Dollar Size

Grand Opening

Gift

LEAD TIME: 4-5 weeks from art approval.
63.5 mm
(2.50”)

SELECT PLATE, ANTIQUING & COLORIZATION

Award

To enhance your coins, we offer Select Plating, Antiquing or Colorization. Select Gold plating allows you to add gold to any
specified raised area of the coin, leaving the natural metal color in the background. Antiquing highlights the coin’s intricate
details. Colorization reproduces faces and details that make the image pop. New custom dies only. Select plating, antiquing
or colorization must be placed at the time of order.

LEAD TIME: Varies. Contact Sales.

BitCoin
asi 75260
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MULTI-TIERED
COIN PROGRAM
Cincinnati Music Hall, a National Historic Landmark built in 1878,
underwent a $143 million dollar, multi-year renovation that
nished in October 2017. An entire weekend of grand opening
events was planned, featuring a multi-tiered program utilizing
coins, cards and prestige packaging to acknowledge high end
donors, patrons and visitors.
Fine silver coins in walnut boxes were gifts at a dinner for top
tier donors. Memento cards with coins were handed out to
symphony attendees on opening night. Golden brass coins
in blue velour boxes with the main sponsor embossed on the
puff, were given to lower tier donors. Attendees of the Pops
Opening Night party received colorized Pops coins.

“I actually JUST had a moment to open all of the boxes today,
and the coins are STUNNING! I am so thrilled with them, and
I know our guests will be too. Thank you to the team at Osborne
Coinage for taking such great care of us and investing so much
passion into our project.
Thank you, thank you, thank you!!”

Hannah J.

Director of Events
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra

asi 75260
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COINS INCREASE
CHARITABLE GIVING

78,

g
g

p

HIGHER EDUCATION
MEDALLIONS
“We really like the coins and expect to reorder at some
point. We have used the Campaign coins as a leave behind
for donors at breakfast, lunch or dinner meetings. We had a
small cocktail party for those internal folks involved in our
public launch and gave them out there. Our President handed
them out at various campus meetings. The basketball season
starts soon and we have
different events around each game
h
where coins will be handed out.So, they will be used in a
wide variety of ways.”

Gary M.

VP University Relations
Xavier University

“Please pass along to your team our many thanks
for the quality work while meeting our tight deadline.
Your team’s professionalism and prompt communication
through every step was very refreshing. We have had
nothing but rave reviews about the medallions. Great job!

ne

Again, thank you!”

Debi Campbell Perry
Production Manager
Marketing Communications
Baylor University
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CO LORIZED

C OINS

Colorized COINS
Add a Pop of Color!
This new process allows you to add color to coins to create a one-of-a-kind lasting impression. Color can be applied
directly to all or any part of the coin, including raised lettering or design elements, adding dimensionality. Unlike color
fill, with this process, designers can use gradients in their art and faces, fine lines, and readable QR codes can be printed
on coins. Reverse lettering with metal “show through” is also an option. Colors can also be matched EXACTLY if a
Pantone number is provided.
Additionally, every single coin can be personalized with variable copy or sequential numbers. For example - Limited
Edition 0001, 0002 etc. or Specifically Printed for David Martin.
Art Requirements: Colorization artwork should be 300 dpi at actual size and in CMYK mode to preserve the
intended design colors.
Notes: It takes 2 dies to make a coin - one die per side. Custom made dies are additional, see insert for pricing.
Save money by using stock dies for one side. We can print on either a flat or die struck surface with a gloss or matte
coating. Please specify gloss or matte at the time of order. All coins are lacquered and any antique finish applied before
printing. Coins are individually polybagged.

LEAD TIME: 4-6 weeks from art approval.

Honor Flight

Fan Appreciation

Honor Flight
asi 75260
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Business Card

Challenge Coin

Branding

Military Service Recognition

Safety

QR Code

Fundraising

Alcohol Awareness
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THE B.A.M

TM

LINE

- LARGE MEDALLIONS

All Photos Actual-Size

1.75”

3”
Dedication

2”

Church Fundraising

2”

Memorial

Award

BIG IMPACT FOR LESS MONEY
WITH B.A.M. MEDALLIONS

Commemorate a significant occasion in a BIG
way with Big American Medallions (BAM).
Weighing in at close to 1/2 pound of solid bronze,
these large size medallions are a prestigious and
memorable gift for donor recognition, sales awards
and customer gifts. Ranging in size from 1.75” to a
massive 3”, they are die struck in heavy bronze and
then antiqued to enhance the details of your design.

3”
Higher
Education

NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a medallion - one die
per side. Custom made dies are additional, see insert
for pricing. Save money by using stock dies for one side.
B.A.M. medallions are antiqued and lacquered to retard
tarnishing. 1.75” are individually polybagged. All others
are packed in individual zip lock bags. Other packaging
options are available for additional charge. Contact Sales
for more information.

LEAD TIME: 4-5 weeks from art approval.
asi 75260
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P RESE NTATI ON
Deluxe VelOUR Jewelry Box
Premium-quality steel box covered in handsome
blue or black velour. Please specifiy. Coin is
encased in a clear Lucite capsule (capsule,
assembly and protective sleeve are included).
Printing on puff is available for an additional
charge. Contact Sales.
ITEM #130

Clear Protective Capsule
Available for 39mm and 1-1/4” coins only.
ITEM #115
ITEM #115

Blue Velour Pouch
Fits up to 2-1/2” BAM.
ITEM #137
Fits up to 3” BAM. (Not Pictured)
ITEM #8727

Just the Easel
Stand your custom coin up so people take notice with our
2 piece, easy-to-assemble easels. Fits coins from 11/4 to 2”.
Minimum order, 250 pieces. Bulk packed. **Color may vary
ITEM #145
Fits coins from 21/2 to 3”. (Not Pictured)
ITEM #8553

ITEM #137

ITEM #145

All packaging is made to fit our custom coin sizes. Roll wrapping, weigh count and bagging in
specific quantities is also available. Contact Sales for quote.

asi 75260
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CU STOM

PRES TIGE

CUSTOM PRESTIGE PACKAGING
We offer several different display options to highlight the
beauty of your coin. Custom made wood artisan boxes are
made in the United States to our exacting specifications.
Available for coin sizes 39mm (1.54”) up to 3”, the solid
walnut boxes have a top that can be laser engraved. For
an extra special presentation,
we offer walnut boxes with a
glass top. All boxes come with
white tuck end outer cartons.

Donor Gift

Presidential Dinner

PAC KA GING

Capital Project
Completion

Company Award

CUSTOM COIN CARDS
Custom Coin Cards offer an exciting way to promote your next event. The high-quality, heavy-weight coin is
skin-packed to a custom, die-cut card. Your company or team logo can be printed in up to four colors on one
side and one color on the reverse side for maximum effect. The card serves as packaging and makes for easy
distribution. Celebrate your company’s event, new product rollout, building dedication, etc.
with a custom coin skin-packed to a card. 5,000 piece minimum. Please Contact Sales for
pricing and information.
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K E Y

TA GS

|

ARTWORK

IN FORM A T ION

Since people use their keys many times a day, your logo, ad message or club insignia will always be
at their fingertips with one of these handsome keytags. We offer them in 3 different materials.

GOLDINE ® GOLDEN BRASS
This is the same bright gold alloy used in our coins.
Please see page 3.

VERBRONZETM ANTIQUE BRASS
This is the same antique finish that is used on our coins.
Please see page 4.
Hotel Guest Gift

NICKEL-SILVER
This is the same bright silver color alloy used on our coins.
Please see page 5.

Anniversary

NOTES: It takes 2 dies to make a keytag - one die per side. Custom made dies are
additional, see insert for pricing. Save money by using stock dies for one side. Keytags
include jump rings, split rings and are lacquered to retard tarnishing. All fully assembled
keytags are individually polybagged.
School Spirit

LEAD TIME: 3 weeks from art approval

ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL COINS, MEDALLIONS & KEY TAGS
• Providing vector artwork will minimize art charges and produce the best finished product.
• Vector file extensions typically are .AI (Adobe Illustrator), .EPS or .CDR (Corel Draw).
• All fonts must be outlined.
• . JPG, .BMP, .TIF, .GIF, and .PSD files must have a minimum resolution of 300 dpi.
• No Microsoft® Word, PowerPoint  and  Publisher or Quark files will be accepted.  
• F or accurate rendering of busts (portraits) or scenes (landscape, bridges, buildings etc.) please provide the original
photograph for reference.
Sending Artwork to us
• Artwork can be e-mailed to artwork@osbornecoin.com
Artwork Charges
Simplify your project by having Osborne’s experts prepare your artwork. We offer typesetting, touch up and photo conversion.
$25 (1 or 2 sides)
Typeset and send paper proof.
$50 per side ($75 for 2 sides)
Clean up low-resolution digital files and add curved copy.
$100 per side
Re-illustrate photos as coin-ready vector images.
$125 per side
New design from supplied reference materials.
Hints for Achieving the Best Looking End Product
• Proof your art at actual size before you send it to us.  Things look very different when you shrink them down to size.
• If you have an idea but no camera ready art, sketch it on a piece of paper and send it to us. We’ll let you know the         
in-house art charges.
• All artwork shown in black will be raised on the coin.    
•    Please proof all artwork carefully.  Changes made after a die is started may require engraving a complete new die
at the customer’s expense.
asi 75260
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DIE

C HARGES

Die charges are per side and are in addition to the unit price shown in this catalog. Our master die sculptors engrave
our coining dies. A combination of techniques is used to faithfully recreate your design in metal. Our engraving
charges cover only a portion of the overall cost of producing working dies. Therefore, we retain title and possession
of all dies and preparatory work. Dies can be shipped to the customer for a payment of 30% of the original die cost.
One pre-production proof of new ML and DR style dies is furnished at no additional charge.
STYLE-SL
Single-Level, Raised-Line Logos, Trademarks
and Caricatures. Everything in the design is raised
to the same level for a 2-dimensional effect.

COINS/KEYTAGS

B.A.M.TM LINE

STYLE-ML
Low-Relief, Multiple-Level Designs- crests, simple
buildings and scenes for a 3-dimensional effect. One
pre-production sample proof at no additional charge.

STYLE-DR
Full-Sculpted, Deep-Relief Designs - buildings, scenes
with a great amount of detail, busts and portraits. One
pre-production sample proof at no additional charge.
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GOLDEN BRASS
FREE DRINK
• page 3

ANTIQUE BRASS
UNIVERSITY COIN
• page 4

APPLICATION IDEAS

COLORED
ALUMINUM
SAFETY COIN
• page 2

DIRECT
MAIL
• page 8

FINE SILVER
RECOGNITION COIN
• page 6

COLORIZED
CHALLENGE COIN
• page 9

ASI 75260
Visit our ASI authorized website: 75260.espwebsite.com
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